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My child is given chance to learn a wide range of subjects at this school?  Yes 64 
 
  
 

  No 1   

        

        
       
       

This school values the wider subjects like the arts, sport and sciences equally to Maths and Literacy? Yes 62 
  

 No 3   
       
       
       

 

My child is supported and listened to if they need help? 
Yes 58 

  
 No 7   
       
       
       

My child is supported to solve problems as they arise (friendships and relationship issues) Yes 58 

 

  
 

  No 6   

        

        

        

When I have raised concerns the school has listened, taken action and kept me updated about the 

outcome?  
Yes 54 

 

 No 12 
     
     

      

This school keeps parents informed through newsletters, email and text so that we wilI be well prepared for 

my child's learning experience. 
Yes 58 

 

  
 

  No 8   

        

        

        

The school is activie in trying to support parents and families when times are tough. Yes 59 

 

 No 7 
     
     

      

I feel welcome at this school. Yes 63 
 

 No 3 
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My child is happy at school. Yes 62 
 
  
 

 No 4   

        

Positive       

Feels like he can talk to his teacher if he has a problem 

Any worries she has is helped by teachers so she can be happy in school 

My child has fun, learns well and has great friendships 

He has made friends and likes to go to school 
His needs are met, he feels comfortable in his classroom environment and always comes home discussing a wide range of activit ies he has engaged in.  

They love going to school everyday and love their teachers!!  

I have moved my children in September to this school and since this my children are happy loving and very convenient its like they are completely different children  

Always happy going into class and happily speak about school and different staff members 

She has friends at school and enjoys most of her lessons.  
Child finds school interesting and loves to tell me about all the things she has learned. She also takes great pride in the Crew discussions and had an awareness of 
her developing emotional maturity.  

My child goes to school willingly & a with a smile on their face 

All my children enjoy the learning and "fun" in school 

I know that my children enjoy school and get a lot out of their education 

Loves going to school to learn and spend time with her friends. Never seems sad or unhappy about the prospect of attending school.  
Our son joined the school last September and due to Covid restrictions it's a worrying time as a parent as you don't get as much in person contact to see how they 
are settling for yourself. I am delighted with how he's settled he is happy to go each day and tells us he's had a great day and about things which might not have 
gone so well but how they were resolved. He seems very confident and secure about school and this is reflected in our experience when we have been able to go 
into school for fab Fryday, nativity and stay and play and conversations with teachers. 

My two children love going to school where they learn and develop range of skills and gain new experiences.  

Staff are welcoming, friendly and kind. Lots of regular, fun extra curricular activities are included.  

Likes his teachers and peers  

I ask him and he enjoys it I can also tell as he never dreads coming to school and always runs in smiling  

My child has lots of lovely teachers who help him and make him feel comfortable at school  

My daughter is very happy going to FS1 nursery 

My child loves their teacher and all class helpers, she is encouraged and loves going in everyday 

They never complain about school , lessons, they are happy with all new activities and lessons  
Miss Johnson and Miss Vicky are amazing maddox absolutely loves them and I can’t fault anything wrong isn’t he way they teach or how they are with my child he 
loves them and the other teachers  

She has continued to show excitement for attending school.  

Both my children are happy and progressing as they should be  
The teachers are all happy to see them, teachers say hi to kids going through the gate on a morning, headteacher know all kids names come out of school happy and 
cheery loves going to school talks about teachers outside of school  

He enjoys seeing his friends and has made friends across different year groups at Extra Time 
Both my girls love coming to school. I think they’re both very tired given that they’ve been used to 6 months in a school year for the past two years but they are both 
so proud to go to Fieldhead Carr. 

Both my children feel loved and cared for  

They are always happy to go in and come out smiling  

My child regularly asks to go to the school he went to nursery. 

My child is generally happy at school primarily because of their friends 
My daughter absolutely loves coming to school, a huge part of that is down to the staff and the work put into ensuring the children are happy and thriving, so thank 
you!  

My child has a good relationship with the teachers, enjoys seeing his friends and is doing well in his subjects.  

Negative       
 Her only negatives are that she doesn’t have strong friendships in her current class as the friendships formed further down the school were disrupted when the 
class was split in the previous academic year. And also that activities are frequently impacted by low level behaviour in class. 

I have had some issues at school with my eldest child where she feels upset due to other peers in her class 

My child in his words is hurt everyday.  

My child struggles with learning,  relationships the class having a 2 tier learning group 

They feel school is boring. They are not sure on why it is boring and reasons for any unhappiness.  
Don’t feel I have been made aware of on going issues that have risen within the school or felt it’s been dealt with properly and appropriately feel there has been 
boundaries crossed and not sure everything has been correctly reported. Last meeting went a lot better but still have concerns  

There is always problems with bullying  
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I would recommend this school to friend ? Yes 58   
 No 6   

Positives       

Friendly, welcoming school, deal with any situation or advice I raise 

I have had 4 children educated at Fieldhead Carr and all of them have felt happy and supported at the school. 

It's an all round good school 

My son has come on brilliantly since starting this school back in pre school and he is now 9 
Particularly in lockdown I believe the school went above and beyond and I believe these harder times are defining judgement points. I was entirely happy with their 
approach and my son continues to excel as a result  

All teachers are fab!! Breakfast and after school clubs, can always pop into the office if needed too 

They go above and beyond for the needs of the children  

Always been amazing with my children with every situation, any situations that come up have always been dealt with.  

It’s an amazing school, staffed by a team that genuinely understand the challenges faced by individual learners. There is a consistent focus on improving the learner.  
There are a few concerns about the school that i have however i know these can be rectified and given the current context i understand it has been difficult and 
stressful for staff. We arrived at this school at what now appears to be a difficult time for the school. I would still recommend the school as the pros outweigh the 
cons 

Fieldhead carr have wonderful teachers and staff and headteacher 

I feel that the school and it’s staff are a wonderful community, lots of opportunities to attend the school and meet the staff. FAB Fridays a perfect example of this.  
I've found the school to be helpful and welcoming, I can see how well my son has settled and is developing and I'm pleased with the interaction we have with his 
teachers through tapestry so we can continue to support learning and development at home.  
Although I rate our school there is still improvements to be made in communication. I also feel as school we have recently increased level of fundraising for charities 
and this should be better balanced with investing in school facilities  

Nice children and nice teachers  

Nice teachers and school atmosphere.  
The teachers are amazing and they do lots of lovely things around Christmas time and for other occasions there is always something to look forward to with nice 
things coming up I.e fab fry day and school shops for mothers/father’s day  

So far I am satisfied  
It is not near our house and we are looking to move her as soon as just for convenience but even if she was offered a place before the summer I don't think we'd 
take it as she would be devastated. We would be too, we really like the teachers and staff 

Very good teachers always happy to listen and help 

I went to this school growing up and loved it then my son  loves it and I’ve not a bad word to say I know a few people who’s kids go there and love it  

My child is happy, the teachers/ staff have been nice from the brief conversations I’ve had with them.  

Already recommend to a friend as couldn't fault the school especially through the lockdowns 

Well-supported and opportunities for children to make lots of friends 

We have been incredible happy with the education and support that school provides. 
The school is not only about the curriculum in fact that’s just a small part of this school. They focus on happy, healthy chi ldren, the support they give their families I 
would say is unmatched at any leeds school.  

It’s a nice school. The teachers are friendly and professional. Info given to parents is comprehensive. There is strong leadership  

This school  is best in study , sports and other activities  

On the whole they tend to offer a child centred approach and endeavour to meet  additional needs 

Lots of work around child and development  
I believe my child is taught well at school and cared for as an individual. Wider subjects are explored and made fun with activities etc. I feel the school is a lovely, 
supportive and inclusive environment.  
Amazing teachers and staff, fantastic facilities for the children and so much effort put into extra curricular activities and event days which make school days extra 
special for the children. 

Brilliant school 
I think there are some amazing staff with in the school and can’t fault it as a whole. Love the school and it’s principle fee ls family oriented and my kids have loved 
primary here  

        

Negatives       

I feel that with doing the 2 form entry has taken away some of the personal touch which I picked the school for 
I’m not impressed so far. No letters home informing you anything, told to look on Jotter but only holidays on there. Lots of children that lay their hands on others 
and nothing is done about.  

I was really happy with school and always praised but feel since it became a 2 form entry it has changed.  

I feel the past 2 year the school has struggled it has lost its small feel and feel the turn over of teachers is very high 
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This school values children as individuals and helps them to develop their individuality ? Yes 57 

 

  
 

 No 6   
       
       

Positives 
Cater to their abilities, challenge them, listens and good communitication with children and their parents 

My son loves maths and he is allowed to show this 

Provides a range of clubs children can participate in to determine their interests  

They seem to be encouraged to express themselves and do things that interest them 

My son in nursery has autism and they have helped him be more social towards the other children and even help him start talking 

I have 2 children in the school with lots of similarities and differences and the staff recognise that and deal with each child in different ways to suit them 
As previously mentioned, the focus is always on the learner. My child is what would be labelled in any other setting as ‘bossy’ but her ‘bossiness’ is not just 
tolerated, but channelled into productive tasks, while she is also supported to self-regulate.  
Would have suggested a 'don't know option to qu 13 as I'm answer would genuinely be 'I don't know/unsure/ can't give an example.. but I've answered yes as my 
confidence in the school is such that I'm sure this happens. 

My children are cared for by their class teachers and nurtured, encouraged and praised by them 

One of my children needs some additional support and it is brilliant  

Giving children the opportunity to be FAB friends and sports leaders to help develop skills that you wouldn’t ordinarily find  your child being taught at school.  
We had parents evening with miss J and talked about what our son responded well to and how we can support and provide consistency at home and school for him, 
considering him as an individual The observations in tapestry reflect his development as an individual too. He doesn't attend any yet but I see the range of clubs 
(Pokémon, glee etc) and I'm pleased that they aren't all of one type e.g. not all sports (although sports are great!) feels like there is something for everyone.  

As I would expect of any education establishment my children are encouraged to develop as individuals  

Treat kids as individuals  

My daughter is happy  

Free play allows as does the range of extra curricular 

Many after school clubs  

Don’t feel like she has been in school long enough to answer this, and haven’t seen if examples of this yet.  
This is quite hard to truly embrace in all aspects when a uniform policy is in place. Personally, we're not affected negatively by this yet, but I could imagine some 
children may feel differently.  

There are lots of opportunities to develop individual areas of interest. 

Each child is treated as an individual and encouraged to be the best version of themselves.  

They can explore their personal interests. They are not unecessarily strict with pointless uniform rules  

I’ve not seen anything yet to suggest it does.  

One reason would be because the school offers a wide range of after school clubs so pupils have the opportunity to express themselves in these clubs 

Adjustment are made to meet individual needs 

They are allowed to be them  

Different cultures and religions are not understood or learned about 

Any issues are addressed, children are encouraged to explore, think, talk about feelings etc. Individuality is embraced and  

Teacher and staff know each child well and knows their likes and dislikes  
They have encouraged both my children to be themselves and supported them both throughout. They have also challenged them when felt needed. They have 
pushed my kids with learning as they knew they could get more from them and wanted them to achieve their capability  
       

Negative       
I feel the school treats the children as individuals but also feel the support it’s there we have the senco meeting but the plans don’t seem to follow through this year 
previously I had an awesome teacher that but not this year unfortunately. Please do not link this to covid  

My daughter dose not feel like she can express her self 

Different cultures and religions are not understood or learned about 
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School Trips - please let us know what you think about the amount of trips, cost and relevance. 
      

        

Fab school trips lots of opportunities and new experences 

They seem fair and reasonable. 

More trips could be beneficial 

Cost effective and meaningful  

I think the costs are sometimes abit too much  

Not many trips. 
Cost is not an issue if the school trips are valuable to the children which so far I believe his have been. I know the school also offer help to parents who can’t afford 
it. My son enjoys any trips he has had so far  

Not enough trips!! Been to same places multiple times also, cost wise has been reasonable, younger children don’t get to go anywhere not even a farm etc  

Only had 1 but my son loved it and was very good price 

Happy with the cost. Think 1 or more trips a year would be nice 

Costs are low but my child hasn't been on many trips to comment on the frequency  
Unable to comment as the class has not attended a school trip so far this academic year. Previous trips have been linked to curriculum content and have provided 
opportunities for children to enrich their understanding of topics. A residential next month is planned and the cost is reasonable. I have heard some parents mention 
that they would have liked the opportunity to pay in instalments, but suggests that communication could be improved. Young Voices is also an excellent opportunity 

for children to enhance their cultural experiences. That did seem to be quite an expensive event but I appreciate that is outside of the school’s control.  
Would welcome a wider variety being made available. Cost so far seem reasonable but would not support a repeat of the same trip twice again on reflection (as was 
the case with Y3 Skelton Grange). Understand the rationale in terms of topic and lack of a better substitute during covid times. Welcome seeing a return of previous 
suggestions & day trips. On the plus side, lots of excitement already at the prospect of a residential thanks to the success and showcasing of the last one & my child 
is only in Y3. 
It is becoming costly at school i am now finding but i have 3 children in school so its inevitable however i dont begrudged the cost as the trips are brilliant and give 
them so much active learning opportunities  

So far there have not been many but the cost was fine and the trio was relevant 
The cost and relevance of school trips I don’t have an issue with. I was disappointed last year when one of our year groups didn’t go ahead although a back up plan 
was put into place it was the same trip that the children had already done that year.  

They are relevant , just the right amount but perhaps a bit to n expensive side 

The school offers lots of trips and are good value for parents 

I don’t think I should be paying £4 a day for my daughter to be there for lunch when she has a pack up  

Kids are happy with all the trip and they always expect another trip soon 
I think the school trips are enjoyable and educational for the children. I don’t mind the cost of them but I do know that some parents have an issue with paying for 
them. Everyone’s circumstances are different.  

I feel more trips could be done 

Feel like the school has a variety of different trips and reasonable cost also 

All been okay so far. Nice to have been able to do some given the current climate and never been unaffordable. 
We love that the trips are relevant to what the children are learning and not just thrown in as a ‘fun extra’. I do sometimes  wonder if the PTA could subsidise some 
of the trips, for example to cover the cost of the coach.  
The only criticism of the school I have is the upcoming residential, why is it different prices for different children with no explanation. The school certainly don’t 
know my financial situation or that of my friends who’s Price was £20 less. With no explanation it seems unfair.  

Generally ok, so long as they are spaced out over the year 

enough school trips  

Affordablee 
The amount of school trips, if possible, should be increased because they generate excitement within the pupils because they then have something  to look ahead 
to. Plus it provides a broadening of the mind of the child as they begin to realise the world around them and they wont feel as though they are stuck in school all the 
time. Which will increase self confidence later down the line out in the public along with the development of social behaviours and manners. The costs are okay and 
the relevance is in the hands of the teacher, ensuring the trips are in line with curriculum. 

Trips tend to be linked to current school focus. They are fairly local and seemed to be enjoyed. I would appreciate more feedback on how they went. 

Not really happened but reasonably priced when they have 

All very reasonable  
There could be more trips available but understandably this is not always logistically possible. Cost is reasonable and help is available to families who may not be 
able to afford the full cost. Relevance is good as most of the trips are in support of what the children are learning at that time, whilst also ensuring they have fun and 
interactive experiences.  
My daughter is in reception so hasnt been on a trip, however she attends school club and one of her friends told her all about her trip to temple newsham and cant 
wait until she is older to go on trips!  

Reasonably priced.  

A bit repetitive. Year 3 gave only been to Skelton Grange on their 2 trips. Cost is fine. Haven’t been many trips but prob due to covid.  

Lots it can cost a lot even with subsidy from school 
Sometimes find it very expensive especially with childcare costs to be able to work and paying other bills. Sometimes I don’t  have the money as cost of living is 
increasing but wages the same  

 


